Emotion
A new blend of fresh good looks and great design!

ATLANTIC™
ABOVE GROUND POOLS
The Yard Extender System is an oval system that does not require angle side supports, which take up extra yard space. This unique system delivers unsurpassed structural strength without visible supports. This attractive streamlined appearance takes up less valuable yard space.

Structure
- 7" resin top ledges
- Fully supportive steel uprights
- Two piece resin ledge covers - a design that hides screws - never chips or discolors

Yard Extender System
- Invisible lateral supports.
- Making the most out of your yard and your pool!
- Oval pools only.

Style & Sophistication
The Emotion pool is a new blend of fresh good looks, great design, and long-lasting solidity. Comprised of silver brushed uprights and contrasting grey tones, the Emotion presents a visual style that will provide an attractive enhancement for your backyard enjoyment.

NO DIVING. NO JUMPING. ABOVE GROUND POOLS ARE DESIGNED FOR SWIMMING ONLY. MAINTAIN CONSTANT VIGILANCE WHEN CHILDREN ARE IN OR AROUND THE POOL.

Your above ground pool is designed for years of pleasurable, safe family fun, but it also involves water safety. When used incorrectly, your swimming pool can be dangerous as these pools contain shallow water making diving or jumping unsafe. To ensure your above-ground pool is used safely you must observe the safety precautions that are provided to you when you purchase an above ground pool and conform to all local regulations. The dimensions, weights, illustrations and other specifications may not be exact as shown and are approximate. The company reserves the right to modify and/or discontinue without notification any feature on any pool model. ©Copyright 2016   B300-310A  11/16